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Shadow Of Night: (All Souls 2) (All Souls Trilogy)
A Discovery of Witches, Shadow of Night, and The Book of Life, now
available in an eBook bundle Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of
Witches” airing on AMC and BBC America, and streaming on Sundance
Now and Shudder. With more than a million copies sold in the United
States, A Discovery of Witches and Shadow of Night have landed on all of
the major bestseller lists, garnered rave reviews, and spellbound legions of
loyal fans. The Book of Life brings the number one New York Times
bestselling series to a deeply satisfying close, and we are now pleased to
offer all three books in a lavishly designed boxed set, perfect for fans and
newcomers alike. And don’t forget—the series continues with book four,
Time’s Convert, now available in all formats.
An avowed atheist's mystical experiences lead her to believe in God, yet
she's wary of organized religion and its hypocrisies. Join her as she
journeys through suffering and deep reflection toward embracing the
profound teachings of the Bahá'í Faith.
**Now a major Sky original production - A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES
SEASON 3 IS OUT NOW . . .** Read the COMPLETE ALL SOULS
COLLECTION before you watch A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES Season 3.
Immerse yourself in the ALL SOULS world with the complete collection
from Sunday Times and New York Times bestselling author Deborah
Harkness. Perfect for fans of Diana Gabaldon, Stephenie Meyer and
Victoria Aveyard. _______________ A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES. A world of
witches, daemons and vampires. A manuscript which holds the secrets of
their past and the key to their future. Diana and Matthew - the forbidden
love at the heart of it. SHADOW OF NIGHT. In a world of witches, daemons
and vampires the fragile balance of peace is unravelling. Diana and
Matthew's forbidden love has broken the laws dividing creatures. To
discover the manuscript which holds their hope for the future, they must
now travel back to the past. THE BOOK OF LIFE. Endings. Beginnings.
Change. The world of witches, daemons and vampires is dangerously
threatened. Diana and Matthew. Witch and vampire. Their love has brought
conflict and hope. But only together can they learn at last what the witches
discovered so many centuries ago. And it will have consequences for all...
TIME'S CONVERT. Sweeping from the battlefields of the American
Revolutionary War, through the treachery of the French Revolution to a
bloody finale in New Orleans, Time's Convert returns to the enchanting ALL
SOULS world for a love story like no other. _______________ 'Intelligent and
off-the-wall . . . irresistible to Twilight fans' Sunday Times 'Rich, thrilling . .
. A captivating and romantic ripping yarn' E L James 'I could lose myself in
here and never want to come out . . . Utterly enchanting on every level'
Manda Scott 'Exciting amounts of spells, kisses and battles, and is
recounted with enchanting, page-turning panache' Marie Claire 'A bubbling
cauldron of illicit desire . . . an assured saga that blends romance with
fantasy' Daily Mail
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INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA TODAY
BESTSELLER “As exciting as any spy novel” (Daily News, New York), The
Princess Spy follows the hidden history of an ordinary American girl who
became one of the OSS’s most daring World War II spies before marrying
into European nobility. Perfect for fans of A Woman of No Importance and
Code Girls. When Aline Griffith was born in a quiet suburban New York
hamlet, no one had any idea that she would go on to live “a life of glamour
and danger that Ingrid Bergman only played at in Notorious” (Time). As the
United States enters the Second World War, the young college graduate is
desperate to aid in the war effort, but no one is interested in a bright-eyed
young woman whose only career experience is modeling clothes. Aline’s life
changes when, at a dinner party, she meets a man named Frank Ryan and
reveals how desperately she wants to do her part for her country. Within a
few weeks, he helps her join the Office of Strategic Services—forerunner of
the CIA. With a code name and expert training under her belt, she is sent to
Spain to be a coder, but is soon given the additional assignment of
infiltrating the upper echelons of society, mingling with high-ranking
officials, diplomats, and titled Europeans. Against this glamorous backdrop
of galas and dinner parties, she recruits sub-agents and engages in deepcover espionage. Even after marrying the Count of Romanones, one of the
wealthiest men in Spain, Aline secretly continues her covert activities,
being given special assignments when abroad that would benefit from her
impeccable pedigree and social connections. “[A] meticulously researched,
beautifully crafted work of nonfiction that reads like a James Bond thriller”
(Bookreporter), The Princess Spy brings to vivid life the dazzling
adventures of a spirited American woman who risked everything to serve
her country.
The Complete Guide to A Discovery of Witches, Shadow of Night, and the
Book of Life
Short and Twisted Christmas Tales
Elizabethan London and the Scientific Revolution
The Jewel House
Errantry
The World of All Souls
The allies of the night prepare for the final, deadly confrontation. Darren and Mr
Crepsley will get more than they bargained for when they come face to face with
the Vampaneze Lord.
A Discovery of Witches, Shadow of Night, and The Book of Life, now available in a
beautiful boxed set With more than two million copies sold in the United States,
the novels of the number one New York Times–bestselling All Souls Trilogy have
landed on all the major bestseller lists, garnered rave reviews, and spellbound
legions of loyal fans. Now all three novels are available in an elegantly designed
boxed set that’s perfect for fans and newcomers alike.
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully
imaginative grown-up fantasy with all the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight”
(People). Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC
Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! Deborah
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Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the
spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion and
obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant of witches, discovers
a long-lost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in Oxford's
Bodleian Library. Its reappearance summons a fantastical underworld, which she
navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont. Harkness
has created a universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and Elizabeth
Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale of magic and
suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with
The Book of Life.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER He calls me his Queen of the Night. I’d die for him.
I’d kill for him, too. When MacKayla Lane receives a page torn from her dead
sister’s journal, she is stunned by Alina’s desperate words. And now MacKayla
knows that her sister’s killer is close. But evil is closer. And suddenly the sidheseer is on the hunt: For answers. For revenge. And for an ancient book of dark
magic so evil that it corrupts anyone who touches it. Mac’s quest for the Sinsar
Dubh takes her into the mean, shapeshifting streets of Dublin, with a suspicious
cop on her tail. Forced into a dangerous triangle of alliance with V’lane, a lethal
Fae prince, and Jericho Barrons, a man of deadly secrets, Mac is soon locked in a
battle for her body, mind, and soul. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from
Karen Marie Moning's Dreamfever. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s
sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER |
SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG
Nine Days
From the Sunday Times No.1 bestselling author of the Harry Hole series
Shadow of Night (Movie Tie-In)
The Book of Life (Movie Tie-In)
Rice Recipes
The Princess Spy
Praise for Elizabeth Hand: "Fiercely frightening yet hauntingly
beautiful."—Tess Gerritsen, author of The Silent Girl "A sinful
pleasure."—Katherine Dunn, author of Geek Love No one is innocent, no
one unexamined in award-winner Elizabeth Hand's new collection. From
the summer isles to the mysterious people next door all the way to the
odd guy one cubicle over, Hand teases apart the dark strangenesses of
everyday life to show us the impossibilities, broken dreams, and
improbable dreams that surely can never come true. Elizabeth Hand's
novels include Shirley Jackson Award–winner Generation Loss, Mortal
Love, and Available Dark.
*Now a major Sky TV series. A Discovery of Witches Season 2 coming
soon.**Read the novel Season 2 is based on.Fall deeper under the spell
of Diana and Matthew in the captivating second volume of the No.1
internationally bestselling ALL SOULS trilogy, following A DISCOVERY
OF WITCHES. Perfect for fans of Neil Gaiman, Diana Gabaldon and J. K.
Rowling.In a world of witches, daemons and vampires the fragile
balance of peace is unravelling. Diana and Matthew's forbidden love
has broken the laws dividing creatures. To discover the manuscript
which holds their hope for the future, they must now travel back to
the past.When Diana Bishop, descended from a line of powerful witches,
discovered a significant alchemical manuscript in the Bodleian
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Library, she sparked a struggle in which she became bound to longlived vampire Matthew Clairmont. Now the coexistence of witches,
daemons, vampires and humans is dangerously threatened.Seeking safety,
Diana and Matthew travel back in time to London, 1590. But they soon
realise that the past may not provide a haven. Reclaiming his former
identity as poet and spy for Queen Elizabeth, the vampire falls back
in with a group of radicals known as the School of Night. Many are
unruly daemons, the creative minds of the age, including playwright
Christopher Marlowe and mathematician Thomas Harriot.Together Matthew
and Diana scour Tudor London for the elusive manuscript Ashmole 782,
and search for the witch who will teach Diana how to control her
remarkable powers...Praise for Deborah Harkness:'Rich, thrilling . . .
captivating' E L James'Intelligent and off-the-wall' The Sunday
Times'I could lose myself in here and never want to come out' Manda
Scott'A bubbling cauldron of illicit desire' Daily Mail
The #1 New York Times-bestselling third installment of the All Souls
series, and the basis for the final season of "A Discovery of
Witches," coming soon to AMC+, Sundance Now, and Shudder. In The Book
of Life Diana and Matthew time-travel back from Elizabethan London to
make a dramatic return to the present--facing new crises and old
enemies. At Matthew's ancestral home, Sept-Tours, they reunite with
the beloved cast of characters from A Discovery of Witches--with one
significant exception. But the real threat to their future has yet to
be revealed, and when it is, the search for Ashmole 782 and its
missing pages takes on even more urgency. In the third volume of the
All Souls series, Harkness deepens her themes of power and passion,
family and caring, past deeds and their present consequences. In
palatial homes and university laboratories, using ancient knowledge
and modern science, from the hills of the Auvergne to Venice and
beyond, the couple at last learn what the witches discovered so many
centuries ago.
Bestselling author Deborah Harkness (A Discovery of Witches, Shadow of
Night) explores the streets, shops, back alleys, and gardens of
Elizabethan London, where a boisterous and diverse group of men and
women shared a keen interest in the study of nature. These assorted
merchants, gardeners, barber-surgeons, midwives, instrument makers,
mathematics teachers, engineers, alchemists, and other experimenters,
she contends, formed a patchwork scientific community whose practices
set the stage for the Scientific Revolution. While Francis Bacon has
been widely regarded as the father of modern science, scores of his
London contemporaries also deserve a share in this distinction. It was
their collaborative, yet often contentious, ethos that helped to
develop the ideals of modern scientific research. The book examines
six particularly fascinating episodes of scientific inquiry and
dispute in sixteenth-century London, bringing to life the individuals
involved and the challenges they faced. These men and women
experimented and invented, argued and competed, waged wars in the
press, and struggled to understand the complexities of the natural
world. Together their stories illuminate the blind alleys and
surprising twists and turns taken as medieval philosophy gave way to
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the empirical, experimental culture that became a hallmark of the
Scientific Revolution.
Fever Series Book 3
The Complete Guide to A Discovery of Witches, Shadow of Night, and The
Book of Life
The Dream Weavers
The Race to Save Martin Luther King Jr.'s Life and Win the 1960
Election
From Atheist to Bahá'í
Strange Stories

"[A] masterly and often riveting account of King’s ordeal and
the 1960 'October Surprise' that may have altered the course of
modern American political history." —Raymond Arsenault, The New
York Times Book Review (Editors' Choice) The authors of Douglass
and Lincoln present fully for the first time the story of Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s imprisonment in the days leading up to the
1960 presidential election and the efforts of three of John F.
Kennedy’s civil rights staffers who went rogue to free him—a
move that changed the face of the Democratic Party and propelled
Kennedy to the White House. Less than three weeks before the
1960 presidential election, thirty-one-year-old Martin Luther
King, Jr. was arrested at a sit-in at Rich’s Department Store in
Atlanta. That day would lead to the first night King had ever
spent in jail—and the time that King’s family most feared for
his life. An earlier, minor traffic ticket served as a pretext
for keeping King locked up, and later for a harrowing nighttime
transfer to Reidsville, the notorious Georgia state prison where
Black inmates worked on chain gangs overseen by violent white
guards. While King’s imprisonment was decried as a moral scandal
in some quarters and celebrated in others, for the two
presidential candidates—John F. Kennedy and Richard Nixon—it was
the ultimate October surprise: an emerging and controversial
civil rights leader was languishing behind bars, and the two
campaigns raced to decide whether, and how, to respond. Stephen
and Paul Kendrick’s Nine Days tells the incredible story of what
happened next. In 1960, the Civil Rights Movement was growing
increasingly inventive and energized while white politicians
favored the corrosive tactics of silence and stalling—but an
audacious team in the Kennedy campaign’s Civil Rights Section
(CRS) decided to act. In an election when Black voters seemed
poised to split their votes between the candidates, the CRS
convinced Kennedy to agitate for King’s release, sometimes even
going behind his back in their quest to secure his freedom. Over
the course of nine extraordinary October days, the leaders of
the CRS—pioneering Black journalist Louis Martin, future
Pennsylvania senator Harris Wofford, and Sargent Shriver, the
founder of the Peace Corps—worked to tilt a tight election in
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Kennedy’s favor and bring about a revolution in party
affiliation whose consequences are still integral to the
practice of politics today. Based on fresh interviews, newspaper
accounts, and extensive archival research, Nine Days is the
first full recounting of an event that changed the course of one
of the closest elections in American history. Much more than a
political thriller, it is also the story of the first time King
refused bail and came to terms with the dangerous course of his
mission to change a nation. At once a story of electoral
machinations, moral courage, and, ultimately, the triumph of a
future president’s better angels, Nine Days is a gripping tale
with important lessons for our own time.
One of... Amazon's Best Romances of 2022 So Far Bustle's Most
Anticipated Books of May Goodreads' Most Anticipated May
Romances SheReads' Best Romance Books Coming in 2022 A gym
nemesis pushes a fitness influencer to the max in Amy Lea’s
steamy debut romantic comedy. Curvy fitness influencer Crystal
Chen built her career shattering gym stereotypes and mostly
ignoring the trolls. After her recent breakup, she has little
stamina left for men, instead finding solace in the gym – her
place of power and positivity. Enter firefighter Scott Ritchie,
the smug new gym patron who routinely steals her favorite squat
rack. Sparks fly as these ultra-competitive foes battle for gym
domination. But after a series of escalating jabs, the last
thing they expect is to run into each other at their
grandparents' engagement party. In the lead up to their
grandparents' wedding, Crystal discovers there’s a soft heart
under Scott’s muscled exterior. Bonding over family, fitness,
and cheesy pick-up lines, they just might have found her
swolemate. But when a photo of them goes viral, savage internet
trolls put their budding relationship to the ultimate test of
strength.
It's been watching ... it's coming to town and sliding down your
chimney. Kringle or Krampus? Of this world or not? Aliens, elves
and reindeer, zombies and hard-boiled detectives. Which ghost of
Christmas is coming for you? If you love Halloween but are so-so
about Christmas - these stories are for you. scary, funny, sweet
or sad - they're all TWISTED.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The must-read Black mermaid
fantasy series that #1 NYT bestselling author Nicola Yoon calls
“epic and original,” in which one mermaid takes on the gods
themselves. Perfect for fans of Children of Blood and Bone and
Beasts of Prey. “Riveting.” —NPR “Evocative.” —Entertainment
Weekly “Remarkable.” —Buzzfeed A way to survive. A way to serve.
A way to save. Simi prayed to the gods, once. Now she serves
them as Mami Wata—a mermaid—collecting the souls of those who
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die at sea and blessing their journeys back home. But when a
living boy is thrown overboard, Simi goes against an ancient
decree and does the unthinkable—she saves his life. And
punishment awaits those who dare to defy the gods. To protect
the other Mami Wata, Simi must journey to the Supreme Creator to
make amends. But all is not as it seems. There's the boy she
rescued, who knows more than he should. And something is
shadowing Simi, something that would rather see her fail . . .
Danger lurks at every turn, and as Simi draws closer, she must
brave vengeful gods, treacherous lands, and legendary creatures.
Because if she fails, she risks not only the fate of all Mami
Wata, but also the world as she knows it.
The All Souls Trilogy Boxed Set
Skin of the Sea
The All Souls Complete Trilogy
High Voltage
Blood Countess
3 Folktales from Eastern Europe and Central Asia

This book summary and analysis is created for individuals
who want to extract the essential contents and are too busy
to go through the full version. This book is not intended
to replace the original book. Instead, we highly encourage
you to buy the full version. What is the true nature of the
fabrics of spacetime? Where does humankind belong in the
grand scheme of the universe? How exactly is the universe
alive within us? Let renowned astrophysicist and acclaimed
author Neil deGrasse Tyson guide you through these baffling
mysteries of the cosmos. In the modern day, so few people
spend their time to contemplate the secrets of the
universe. Tyson offers us a closer look at the heavens,
with brevity and wit, in twelve comprehensible chapters you
can read anytime, anywhere. As you brew your morning coffee
or as you wait for your bus ride to work, this book
provides just more than enough for you to be fluent in the
complex subject of the cosmos. From the Big Bang to
supermassive black holes, from general relativity to
quantum theory, and from the quest for exoplanets to the
quest for extraterrestrial life—Astrophysics for People in
a Hurry guarantees to fill you in and bring you up to date.
Wait no more, take action and get this book now!
The brand-new, gripping historical novel from the Sunday
Times bestselling author of Lady of Hay! ‘Warmth, depth,
mystery, magic and the supernatural ... such a beautiful
book!’ bestselling author Santa Montefiore
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A fully illustrated guide to Deborah Harkness's #1 New York
Times bestselling All Souls trilogy—"an irresistible . . .
wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy" (People). Look
for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming
on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. A Discovery of
Witches introduced Diana Bishop, Oxford scholar and
reluctant witch, and vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont.
Shadow of Night and The Book of Lifecarried Deborah
Harkness's series to its spellbinding conclusion. In The
World of All Souls, Harkness shares the rich sources of
inspiration behind her bewitching novels. She draws
together synopses, character bios, maps, recipes, and even
the science behind creatures, magic, and alchemy--all with
her signature historian's touch. Bursting with fascinating
facts and dazzling artwork, this essential handbook is a
must-have for longtime fans and eager newcomers alike.
It's a world of daemons and humans, where a reluctant witch
and a centuries-old vampire discover the secrets left in a
mysterious manuscript. Welcome to the All Souls trilogy, as
Harkness shares information from her files. This companion
volume includes character profiles, information on life and
lifestyles from the time periods the trilogy covers,
background on the science and magic, and even recipes and
wine recommendations.
All Souls Trilogy
ASTROPHYSICS FOR PEOPLE IN A HURRY - Summarized for Busy
People
The Book of Life
Set on You
John Dee's Conversations with Angels
Stories from the Ukraine, Latvia, and Turkmen
The #1 New York Times-bestselling sequel to A Discovery of Witches, book two of the
All Souls Series. Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on
AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! Picking
up from A Discovery of Witches' cliffhanger ending, Shadow of Night takes reluctant
witch Diana Bishop and vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont on a trip through time to
Elizabethan London, where they are plunged into a world of spies, magic, and a coterie
of Matthew's old friends, the School of Night. As the search for Ashmole 782--the lost
and enchanted manuscript whose mystery first pulled Diana and Matthew into one
another's orbit--deepens and Diana seeks out a witch to tutor her in magic, the net of
Matthew's past tightens around them. Together they find they must embark on a very
different - and vastly more dangerous - journey. "A captivating and romantic ripping
yarn,"** Shadow of Night confirms Deborah Harkness as a master storyteller, able to
cast an "addictive tale of magic, mayhem and two lovers."**
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Rice Cookbook: 50 Delicious of Rice Cookbook (Rice Recipes, Rice Flour Recipes,
Rice Recipes Cookbook, Rice Recipes Cookbooks, Rice Recipes Book) Rice is a part
of many traditional cuisines. It is used as a main dish as a side dish or as a decoration
for food. People knew about rice a long time ago. It has been part of our meals for
5,000 years. The first information about rice was found in China about 2,800 BC. The
rise has been a part of Chinese food tradition. Chinese legends provide information that
rise is used so much in the Chinese cuisine thanks to the legendary Emperor of China
Shennong who was also the inventor of Chinese agriculture. The rise was spread from
East Asia to South Asia and after that in Europe. Also, it was introduced to Americans
through the European colonization. Rice comes in many shapes, colors and sizes.
There are several types of rice known worldwide. - Long Grain Brown Rice - Long grain
rice has a long, slender kernel, four to five times longer than its width. Cooked grains
are separate, light and fluffy. - Short Grain Brown Rice - Short grain rice has a short,
plump, almost, round kernel. Cooked grains are soft and cling together. - Sweet Brown
Rice - Sweet rice is short and plump with a chalky white, opaque kernel. When cooked,
sweet rice loses its shape and is very sticky. - Brown Basmati Rice - India is well known
for its fragrant Basmati rice, another aromatic long grain rice with a distinct popcorn
aroma. - Chinese Black Rice - Chinese Black Rice is a medium grain rice with white
kernels inside the black bean. Cooked, it takes on a deep publishing color. Rice is
definitely the food we should include in our diet. It is full with nutrients. This food is
really good for us, because it is very healthy. Rice contains proteins, iron, B vitamins
and folic acid. These nutrition give us a lot of energy and that is why we do not need
extra snacks. It is also important to know that the brown rice is whole grain and the
white is not. Most of us are aware that we do not get as much fiber as we should. That
is why rice is a good choice for our next meal. Whole grains are the healthiest option
because they retain all the nutrients from the grain and are high in fiber.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Immortal Faerie and ancient feuds, secrets and
sacrifices—a thrilling new chapter in the bestselling Fever series begins, featuring Dani,
Ryodan, and other beloved characters, as they battle to save Dublin from the rising of a
terrifying evil determined to enslave the human race. There is no action without
consequence. Dani O’Malley was nine years old when the delusional, sadistic Rowena
transformed her into a ruthless killer. Years later, Dani is tough and hardened, yet
achingly vulnerable and fiercely compassionate, living alone by her own exacting code.
Despite the scars on her body, and driven by deeper ones carved into her soul, no one
is more committed to protecting Dublin. By day she ensures the safety of those she
rescues, by night she hunts evil, dispensing justice swiftly and without mercy,
determined to give to those she cares for the peace she has never known. There is no
power without price. When the Faerie Queen used the dangerously powerful Song of
Making to heal the world from the damage done by the Hoar Frost King, catastrophic
magic seeped deep into the earth, giving rise to horrifying, unforeseen
consequences—and now deadly enemies plot in the darkness, preparing to enslave the
human race and unleash an ancient reign of Hell on Earth. There is no future without
sacrifice. With the lethal, immortal Ryodan at her side, armed with the epic Sword of
Light, Dani once again battles to save the world, but her past comes back to haunt her
with a vengeance, demanding an unspeakable price for the power she needs to save
the human race. And no one—not even Ryodan, who would move the very stars for
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her—can save her this time. Praise for High Voltage “A romance wrapped up in a
thrilling sci-fi novel—what more could you want?”—PopSugar “If you’ve never read a
Karen Marie Moning book before, you’re missing out. Her heroines alone are worth the
read. . . . Despite being set in a dystopian world filled with magic and fae, the obstacles
that these characters go through are very much humanlike. . . . Cannot wait to see
where [she] takes this series next.”—Under the Covers
The #1 New York Times bestselling series finale--sequel to A Discovery of Witches and
Shadow of Night, that sets up Time's Convert. Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery
of Witches” airing Sundays on AMC and BBC America, and streaming on Sundance
Now and Shudder. After traveling through time in Shadow of Night, the second book in
Deborah Harkness’s enchanting series, historian and witch Diana Bishop and vampire
scientist Matthew Clairmont return to the present to face new crises and old enemies.
At Matthew’s ancestral home at Sept-Tours, they reunite with the cast of characters
from A Discovery of Witches—with one significant exception. But the real threat to their
future has yet to be revealed, and when it is, the search for Ashmole 782 and its
missing pages takes on even more urgency. In the trilogy’s final volume, Harkness
deepens her themes of power and passion, family and caring, past deeds and their
present consequences. In ancestral homes and university laboratories, using ancient
knowledge and modern science, from the hills of the Auvergne to the palaces of Venice
and beyond, the couple at last learn what the witches discovered so many centuries
ago. With more than one million copies sold in the United States and appearing in thirtyeight foreign editions, A Discovery of Witches and Shadow of Night have landed on all
of the major bestseller lists and garnered rave reviews from countless publications.
Eagerly awaited by Harkness’s legion of fans, The Book of Life brings this superbly
written series to a deeply satisfying close.
The Book Behind Season 2 of Major Sky TV Series a Discovery of Witches (All Souls 2)
'Twas the Night Before Christmas: A First for Gus
Shadow of Night
Time's Convert
(All Souls 2)
The Puppy's Soul

*Now a major Sky TV series* Read the number one Sunday Times
bestselling ALL SOULS TRILOGY before you watch A DISCOVERY
OF WITCHES Season 2. Available together for the first time
in the UK, the complete trilogy is perfect for fans of Diana
Gabaldon, Stephenie Meyer and Victoria Aveyard. 'This is a
glorious, finely-wrought gem of a book: intelligent,
thoughtful, intricate. . . Utterly enchanting on every
level' Manda Scott on A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES 'Deborah
Harkness writes as if she's the hugely more talented love
child of Diana Gabaldon and J. K. Rowling' thebookbag.co.uk
on SHADOW OF NIGHT 'Rich in arcane detail, fans will relish
this exotic cauldron of romantic fantasy' Sunday Mirror on
THE BOOK OF LIFE A world of witches, daemons and vampires. A
manuscript which holds the secrets of their past and the key
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to their future. Diana and Matthew - the forbidden love at
the heart of it. A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES. SHADOW OF NIGHT.
THE BOOK OF LIFE. Praise for Deborah Harkness and the ALL
SOULS trilogy: 'Deborah Harkness proves to be a novelist of
considerable talent. My favourite series of recent years'
bookabookshop.co.uk 'Intelligent and off-the-wall . . .
irresistible to Twilight fans' The Sunday Times 'I fell in
love with it from the very first page' Danielle Trussoni 'A
spellbinding saga . . . unputdownable' Woman & Home
'Harkness has a gift for storytelling'
pamreader.blogspot.co.uk A Conversation with Deborah
Harkness How did you become interested in the intersection
of alchemy, magic, and science? Historically, what do you
see as the relationship between science and religion or
mysticism? In college, I had a wonderful professor who
taught a class on these subjects. To kick off the class, he
asked us, 'How do you know what you think you know?' I've
spent the last quarter century trying to answer that
question. Because the world is a mysterious place and our
relationship to it is not always clear, people have often
turned to science, faith, and magic for answers. They help
people find responses to the questions of, who am I and why
am I here? Diana is an appealing heroine, determined,
accomplished, and yet aware of her own weaknesses. In what
ways, if any, does Diana reflect your own experience or
personality? There are some similarities - Diana is also a
historian of science, also interested in the history of
alchemy, and shares some of my passions (including
television cooking programs, tea, and rowing). Really, all
the characters have some element of me in them. I think
that's how authors create imaginary people who nevertheless
feel real. The rest of Diana's character comes from a
combination of qualities I admire in others, wish
fulfilment, and my completion of the following statement:
'Wouldn't it be great if a heroine in a book was . . . Find
out more about Deborah Harkness and read the full
conversation in THE ALL SOULS COMPLETE TRILOGY.
The following three tales are adapted from stories told by
the peasants in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. They are
drawn from some books I found in shops when I visited the
former U.S.S.R. in 1988 as part of a citizen diplomacy
group. I was intrigued by these folktales, since my paternal
grandmother lived for some time in Odessa in the Ukraine.
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Also, I found these stories share a common theme --the poor
peasant is able to succeed despite obstacles against an
unfair ruler. He does so by being wise and generous, and
having a strong desire to help and protect his family.
Generally, the rich merchant or powerful ruler is foiled by
his own greed and stupidity. The following stories come from
the Ukraine, Latvia, and Turkmen. These are three of my
favorite stories.
THE NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES AND NEW YORK TIMES HARDBACK BESTSELLER
Fall under the spell of Diana and Matthew once more in the
stunning climax to their epic tale, following A DISCOVERY OF
WITCHES and SHADOW OF NIGHT. A world of witches, daemons and
vampires. A manuscript which holds the secrets of their past
and the key to their future. Diana and Matthew - the
forbidden love at the heart of it. After travelling through
time in SHADOW OF NIGHT, the second book in Deborah
Harkness's enchanting series, historian and witch Diana
Bishop and vampire scientist Matthew Clairmont return to the
present to face new crises and old enemies. At Matthew's
ancestral home in France they reunite with their families with one heart-breaking exception. But the real threat to
their future is yet to be revealed, and when it is, the
search for the elusive manuscript Ashmole 782 and its
missing pages takes on a terrifying urgency. Using ancient
knowledge and modern science, from the palaces of Venice and
beyond, Diana and Matthew will finally learn what the
witches discovered so many centuries ago.
The #1 New York Times-bestselling sequel to A Discovery of
Witches, book two of the All Souls Series. Look for the hit
TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus,
Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9,
2021! Picking up from A Discovery of Witches' cliffhanger
ending, Shadow of Night takes reluctant witch Diana Bishop
and vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont on a trip through
time to Elizabethan London, where they are plunged into a
world of spies, magic, and a coterie of Matthew's old
friends, the School of Night. As the search for Ashmole
782--the lost and enchanted manuscript whose mystery first
pulled Diana and Matthew into one another's orbit--deepens
and Diana seeks out a witch to tutor her in magic, the net
of Matthew's past tightens around them. Together they find
they must embark on a very different - and vastly more
dangerous - journey. "A captivating and romantic ripping
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yarn,"** Shadow of Night confirms Deborah Harkness as a
master storyteller, able to cast an "addictive tale of
magic, mayhem and two lovers."** *E.L. James **Chicago
Tribune
Faefever
Killers of the Dawn (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 9)
The All Souls Real-time Reading Companion
A Discovery of Witches
A Novel of an American Faith
The Jealousy Man
A YA horror novel based on Countess Elizabeth Baathory, the
infamous, real-life inspiration for Countess Dracula! In 17thcentury Hungary, Anna Darvulia has just begun working as a
scullery maid for the young and glamorous Countess Elizabeth
Bathory. When Elizabeth takes a liking to Anna, she’s vaulted to
the dream role of chambermaid, a far cry from the filthy
servants’ quarters below. She receives wages generous enough to
provide for her family, and the countess begins to groom Anna as
her friend and confidante. It’s not long before Anna falls
completely under In 17th-century Hungary, Anna Darvulia has just
begun working as a scullery maid for the young and glamorous
Countess Elizabeth Baathory. When Elizabeth takes a liking to
Anna, she’s vaulted to the dream role of chambermaid, a far cry
from the filthy servants’ quarters below. She receives wages
generous enough to provide for her family, and the Countess
begins to groom Anna as her friend and confidante. It’s not long
before Anna falls completely under the Countess’s spell—and the
Countess takes full advantage. Isolated from her former friends,
family, and fiancee, Anna realizes she’s not a friend but a
prisoner of the increasingly cruel Elizabeth. Then come the
murders, and Anna knows it’s only a matter of time before the
Blood Countess turns on her.
Discovering a magical manuscript in Oxford's Bodleian Library,
scholar Diana Bishop, a descendant of witches who has rejected
her heritage, inadvertently unleashes a fantastical underworld
of daemons, witches, and vampires whose activities center around
an enchanted treasure.
This book is about Elizabethan England's most famous 'scientist'
or natural philosopher John Dee and his 'conversations with
angels'.
**THE NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR** **Shortlisted for
the Crime Writers' Association Dagger Awards 2022**
____________________________________ Murder. Assassination.
Revenge. Discover the first short story collection from the King
of Scandi Crime. Meet a detective on the trail of a man
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suspected of murdering his twin; a hired assassin facing his
greatest adversary; and two passengers meeting by chance on a
plane, spelling romance or something far more sinister. In his
first ever collection of short stories, this master of crime
delivers a gripping, edge-of-your seat read that you won't be
able to put down. *JO NESBO HAS SOLD OVER 50 MILLION BOOKS
WORLDWIDE* PRAISE FOR JO NESBO: 'A storyteller with few equals'
Daily Express 'The king of Scandicrime' Financial Times
'Deliciously dark' Heat 'Nightmare-inducing and terrific' The
Times READERS LOVE JO NESBO: ***** 'Intriguing, mysterious, full
of suspense' Netgalley reader ***** 'To say I couldn't put it
down is an understatement...' Netgalley reader ***** 'A great
read with plenty of twists and surprises' Netgalley read
50 Delicious of Rice Cookbook
A Journey Through Suffering
The Prophet's Wife
Based on the Book by Neil deGrasse Tyson
A Discovery of Witches (Movie Tie-In)
Cabala, Alchemy, and the End of Nature
Dreams do come true... even for a little shelter dog named Gus. It's the night before Christmas
and Gus just can't sleep. He lives in a shelter and longs for a home of his very own. Suddenly,
he hears a loud noise and looks outside to find Santa Claus. As they ride off into the night sky
together Gus has no idea what surprises their trip will bring.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of A Discovery of Witches—look for the hit
TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder.
Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! What does it truly take to become a vampire? On the
battlefields of the American Revolution, Matthew de Clermont meets Marcus MacNeil, a
young surgeon from Massachusetts, during a moment of political awakening when it seems
that the world is on the brink of a brighter future. When Matthew offers him a chance at
immortality and a new life free from the restraints of his puritanical upbringing, Marcus
seizes the opportunity to become a vampire. But his transformation is not an easy one and the
ancient traditions and responsibilities of the de Clermont family clash with Marcus's deeply
held beliefs in liberty, equality, and brotherhood. Fast-forward to contemporary Paris, where
Phoebe Taylor--the young employee at Sotheby's whom Marcus has fallen for--is about to
embark on her own journey to immortality. Though the modernized version of the process at
first seems uncomplicated, the couple discovers that the challenges facing a human who wishes
to be a vampire are no less formidable than they were in the eighteenth century. The shadows
that Marcus believed he'd escaped centuries ago may return to haunt them both--forever. A
passionate love story and a fascinating exploration of the power of tradition and the
possibilities not just for change but for revolution, Time's Convert, the fourth books in the All
Souls Series channels the supernatural world-building and slow-burning romance that made
the previous books instant bestsellers to illuminate a new and vital moment in history, and a
love affair that will bridge centuries.
A sweeping, lyrical tale of historical fiction that tells the unbelievable story of the early days
of the Mormon church through the eyes of the woman who saw it all—Emma, the first wife of
the prophet Joseph Smith. In 1825, in rural Pennsylvania, Emma Hale marries an itinerant
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treasure-digger, a man who has nothing but a peep-stone in his pocket and a conviction that he
can speak directly to God. His name is Joseph Smith and in a few short years, he will found his
own religion, gather zealous adherents by the tens of thousands, and fracture Emma’s life and
faith While the Mormon religion finds its feet and runs beyond the grasp of its founder,
Emma struggles to maintain her place in Joseph’s heart—and in the religion that has become
her world. The Mormons make themselves outcasts everywhere they go. Joseph can only
maintain his authority by issuing ever-stranger commandments on God’s behalf, culminating
in an edict that men should marry as many women as they please. The Mormons’ adoption of
polygamy only sets them further apart, and soon their communities are ravaged by violence at
the hands of their outraged fellow Americans. For Emma, things take a more personal toll as
Joseph brings in a new wife—a woman whom Emma considers a sister. As Emma’s family
grows along with Joseph’s infamy, she knows there will never be peace until Joseph faces the
law. But on the half-wild edge of the frontier, he’s more likely to find death at the hands of a
vigilante posse than a fair trial. For the sake of her people—and her soul—Emma must
convince the Prophet of God to surrender... and perhaps to sacrifice his life.
A richly illustrated real-time reading guide that brings to life the world created by Deborah
Harkness in A Discovery of Witches and Shadow of Night, retracing the events of the
bestselling novels with illuminating behind-the-scenes details A world of witches, vampires,
and daemons. A manuscript that holds the secrets of their past and the key to their future.
Diana and Matthew—the forbidden love at the heart of the adventure. The All Souls Trilogy
began with A Discovery of Witches. It continued with Shadow of Night. Now, as The Book of
Life has brought Deborah Harkness’s #1 New York Times bestselling trilogy to its conclusion,
re-immerse yourself in the enchanting fantasy world she has created and enrich your
experience of the heart-stopping finale.
A Novel
A Discovery of Witches is only the beginning of the story
The Complete All Souls Collection
The True Story of World War II Spy Aline Griffith, Countess of Romanones

A girl learns about different religions when she asks what will happen to her
puppy's soul.
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